The UC Davis Humanities Institute’s Book Chat series celebrates the artistic and intellectual ventures of our faculty and allows them to share their new publications, performances, or recordings with the Davis community. Please join us for a dialogue with the author, moderated by Humanities Institute Director and Professor Jaimey Fisher.

To RSVP and receive the Zoom links go to dhi.ucdavis.edu/book-chats

---

**Eric Smoodin - Paris in the Dark: Going to the Movies in the City of Light, 1930–1950**

Tuesday, October 20, 2020  
5:00-6:00PM  
Via Zoom

**Julie Sze - Environmental Justice in a Moment of Danger**

Wednesday, February 10, 2021  
5:10-6:00PM  
Via Zoom

**Lorena Oropeza - The King of Adobe: Reies López Tijerina, Lost Prophet of the Chicano Movement**

Wednesday, May 26, 2021  
5:10-6:00PM  
Via Zoom